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 Our scripture from the Book of Ruth and the scripture from Acts are both 

familiar to those of us who have worshipped together here over the last few 

weeks – we have read them very recently during the Pentecostal season.  So how 

we do we take these two scriptures and reframe them into a new message as our 

materials from Sanctified Art suggest?  The question posed to us today is 

this…”Where do we go from here?” 

 This final question is not meant to be the end of the journey; instead, it 

creates openness to explore together what is next.  It is a question for each of us 

as individuals, for families, for churches and communities to decide how to move 

forward into something new. 

 Our story from the Book of Ruth is one of significant loss, grief and God’s 

ability to redefine our lives and make them into something new.  I have personally 

had to redefine my own life at times throughout the years – sometimes in small 

ways, sometimes in enormous ways.  I’ve changed jobs about 5 times in my adult 

life – each time having to learn the ways and culture of the organization or 

business I was not working for.  Meet new people, understand their policies, 

missions – I’ve gone from my first job in an office that sold Rainbow vacuum 

cleaners door to door, to working with the developmentally disabled and finally, 

healthcare.  Each business or office had its own rhythm, its own leader, followers, 
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gossipers and you have to figure out how you fit in and hope that eventually you 

do.  To go from one job where things were routine, comfortable, familiar to one 

where you know next to nothing about anyone or anything is very unsettling.  

Have you ever decided to change churches over your lifetime?  Now that can be 

difficult – some church families have been together for their lifetime, like in this 

church for generations even. 

 For Ruth, she made a courageous and loving decision that though she 

would be going to a strange land, where she looked different, sounded different 

and she was alone except for her mother in law, she felt she needed to do this – 

that Naomi was her family.  And as we read today, God blessed that decision and 

she was accepted by the community for the loving, beautiful person she was.  

They did not separate her or at least her new husband didn’t, for being different.  

But you can see even at that time, thousands of years ago when we were oh so 

closer to the birth of our creation, we still tended to see each other’s differences 

first and gravitate toward the cultures we are comfortable with. 

 During the most recent times for us, we have certainly experienced our 

own losses and grieved  loved ones and friends who have succomb to this terrible 

virus that continues to ravage our communities.  We have lost some of our 

connections, our routines, the things that made life comfortable – they no longer 

work.  Because a threat is around every corner.  And through all of this, shouts of 

black lives matter – blue lives matter – all lives matter…and it becomes clear the 

world cannot stay where it is today.  It is impossible to embrace today.  The 

pandemic will eventually end or we come to terms with it…and likely our way of 

life is changed forever.  How we approach infectious disease – with masks, social 
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distancing, and hand washing will probably have to continue for many years.  

Because we’ve learned that by doing these things, it prevents this infection from 

spreading or minimizes it.  The unrest among our people – those who have felt 

the injustices of their lifetimes will not continue to live the way they have been 

forced to live through their lives.   

 Are you a rule follower?  Do you like the order that they bring to life – the 

dos and don’ts, rules and regulations…bylaws and for we Presbyterians, The Book 

of Order.  The Book of Order clearly defines how we do everything from 

nominating elders, to how we marry people, bury people and baptize.  But rule 

followers must remember one very important thing…while we find comfort in 

these books of order, sometimes rules change.  As a devout Jew, Peter had been 

raised to follow spiritual and ritualistic laws passed down from generation to 

generation.  These rules were established to set apart the people of God.  They 

separated priests, prophets, kings.  They outlined rules for proper daily living, 

worship and work.  And then Jesus comes along.  Jesus was known to take rules 

and redefine what it meant to embody those rules.  Jesus healed on the Sabbath, 

he dined with tax collectors and sex workers.  When Peter is asked to kill and eat 

unclean things, as a rule follower, he must have been appalled.  He must have 

been trying to find a way to accept this request –he wanted to follow Jesus, he 

loved Jesus and believed in his teachings – but this just doesn’t seem right.  And 

God answers in Peter’s trouble – “What God has made clean, you must not call 

profane.” 

 So where do we go from here?  For me, it’s been a challenge to look inside 

myself and unlearn some rules that really just don’t make sense.  To relearn what 
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the world is and what it really can be …for everyone.  To understand that there is 

a lot about others journey’s that I don’t understand.  But by asking questions with 

genuine curiosity and not assuming I know the answers and truly listening to one 

another, the rules will change.  Our hearts will change.  And like Jesus, we can 

rewrite those rules.  Because there is a wideness in God’s mercy for us.  God has 

drawn the circle wider in a way that we can see it clearly and that circle includes 

everyone.  Not just some.  Not just those who look like us.  Even if we feel like a 

stranger or must welcome the stranger – like Ruth – God will bless those 

relationships, those encounters.  I have confidence in our love of Jesus – in what 

we learn from Jesus’s life – that we can unlearn the unhealthy, destructive human 

interference and rules that have been created to separate us – like the Jews and 

the Gentiles…and like Cornelius, we can be part of the change that needs to 

come.   

 As we look to change ourselves for the better, our families, our 

communities and our churches, we need to ask, what values are guiding our 

decisions and our actions?  And be honest about those answers.  And what can 

we let go of in order to make room for something new? 

 The Book of Ruth encompasses all the questions we’ve been asked over the 

last several weeks – Where are you from? Being a newcomer in a foreign 

space…Where does it hurt?  Grieving and facing an uncertain future…What do 

you need? Naomi wants to be alone but Ruth won’t allow it…and where do we go 

from here?  Ruth and Naomi arrive in Bethlehem at the beginning of the Barley 

harvest symbolizing their new beginning…what does it look like for us to step into 

a new beginning together?  Our 100th year as a faith family next year – much has 
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changed over that time and as we stand at a moment of change again, what a 

profound time for us to turn a new corner and embrace with intention a culture 

of inclusiveness and diversity as a church. 

 Where do we go from here?  With God’s help, I can’t wait to see… 

 

Amen 

 

 


